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U.S. SUPREME COURT REJECTS OSHA VACCINE MANDATE  

KEEPS MEDICAL WORKER MANDATE 

 

On January 13, 2022, the United States Supreme Court addressed the Federal Government’s vaccine 

mandates. Both the OSHA vaccination or testing mandate, applying to private employers with one hundred or 

more employees, and the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) vaccine only mandate were before 

the Court. The Court struck down the OSHA mandate and upheld the CMS vaccination mandate.  

The Federal OSHA mandate would have required any employers with more than one hundred employees 

to be vaccinated or tested weekly. The Supreme Court, on a 6-3 holding, interpreted OSHA’s authority narrowly. 

The majority of the Court found that Congress only intended to give OSHA the authority to address hazardous 

conditions limited to the workplace. The Court considered COVID-19 a day-to-day danger that all face. It 

acknowledged that some workplaces might have a higher risk of transmission, for example labs working with the 

virus or especially crowded workplaces, but the OSHA mandate was too broad. The three dissenting justices 

argued that there is no distinction found in OSHA that would limit its authority to workplace only hazards. The 

dissenting justices pointed out that OSHA is able to address fire hazards and unsafe drinking water in workplaces, 

issues that are not strictly limited as workplace only hazards. On January 25, OSHA officially withdrew its 

vaccine and testing mandate for employers with one hundred or more employees. 

The Court’s holding does not change the ability of individual employers to still require a vaccine mandate 

in their workplaces. 

The Court also heard a challenge to the CMS vaccine mandate for health care workers. The CMS mandate 

requires vaccination and does not contain a testing option other than for religious or medical exemptions. The 

Supreme Court upheld the CMS vaccination requirement for health care workers, lifting an injunction that had 

been put in place by a lower court. Regarding this mandate, the Court found that CMS, in order to achieve its 

“core mission” of ensuring “that the healthcare providers who care for Medicare and Medicaid patients protect 



their patients’ health and safety,” had a long history of establishing detailed requirements and conditions for health 

care facilities. The Court found the vaccine mandate to be squarely within the authority of CMS and ensures that 

providers take steps to avoid transmission of a dangerous disease to their patients. The fact that the rule covered 

all staff of the health care facility was justified, the Court said, because CMS had never before had to address an 

infection condition the scope and scale of COVID-19. The Court also said the scope of application was appropriate 

because many states had long had influenza vaccination requirements for health care facilities and, therefore, 

CMS had never had to require such a broad vaccination mandate before.  

By February 28, 2022, employers covered under the CMS rule must ensure that 100% of its covered 

employees are vaccinated or face enforcement actions. It is CMS’s position that this requirement applies even in 

states that have passed laws limiting vaccination requirements. According to CMS, its rule preempts any state 

laws to the contrary.  
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